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1 Methods

1.1 Sequence search

We used JackHmmer (hmmer.org) to find protein families distantly related to 2HCT (slipknot) [1], PF00999 (unknotted),
PF06965 (unknotted) [20]. We found 13 families which belong to the Pfam clan CL0064. They are all secondary active
transporters, which catalyze sodium-proton, aspartate-alanine exchange, sodium-glutamate and Na+/bile acid symport,
etc [21]. Only three of them have solved structures: PF00999, PF06965 and PF01758.
The analysis revealed that AbrB protein family (PF05145, from the clan CL0142) is also related to our target proteins.
It is a membrane protein with a different function, and no structures are available for this clan.
Additionally, we found short-length protein families: LrgA (PF03788) and LrgB (PF04172), which do not belong to
any clan. In Pfam LrgA and LrgB are indicated to be related to each other and to 2HCT (PF03390), the slipknotted
protein. Both are predicted transmembrane proteins, which are involved in cell wall hydrolysis [2, 22]. LrgA is a predicted
antiholin-like protein [23], LrgB is co-expressed with LrgA and functions as a transporter [24]. Interestingly, LrgA and
LrgB exist in a fused form in plants [25]. Therefore, we also included into our analysis their fused form.
Altogether, we collected 17 protein families and the fusion variant of LrgA-LrgB. Our dataset is composed of: PF03390
(slipknotted, two-domain), 13 (two-domain) families from the CPA AT clan (CL0064: unknotted PF00999, PF06965 and
PF01758; families of unknown stucture/topology: PF03547, PF03601, PF03812, PF03977, PF03956, PF05684, PF05982,
PF03616, PF13593, PF06826), PF05145 from CL0142 (structure unknown), and two families with only one-domain
(repeat) – LrgA (PF03788) and LrgB (PF04172) (structure unknown).
Most of the sequences were taken from Pfam [11]. However, for several families (PF03547, PF01758, PF6826, PF03956)
domain borders were not defined correctly in Pfam (family domain was represented by only one of the repeated domains
in PF03547 and PF06826; in PF01758 only middle part of the sequence was present which contained only part of repeated
domains A and B). Therefore for these families the full-length sequences were downloaded from UniProt [7]. Then we
identified transmembrane domains and extracted the region which contained full A and B domains.

1.2 Sequence analysis

All sequences in the data set were filtered at 90% similarity [12], and only sequences (for two-domain proteins) with
lengths deviating by at most half from the average length for a given group were kept. We used CLANS blast to analyze
how the sequences are distributed within the dataset [10] (see S10 Fig). The sequences were clustered based on pairwise
sequence alignment. We collected all the well-defined groups generated by CLANS blast. The input dataset contained
17 Pfam families, after the CLANS clustering sequences separated into more than 30 groups.
In detail, most of the sequences clustered well into the original families as defined by Pfam. However, sequences of some
families were clustered into several subgroups. For example, sequences of PF00999 (the largest and the most diverse
family in our dataset) were clustered into seven large subgroups. Similarly, other large families (PF03547, PF01758,
PF13593) were also clustered into several subgroups. However, many sequences of the PF13593 family were mixed in
together with family PF01758, which indicates that those proteins could be closely related. These are SBF-like (PF13593)
and SBF (PF01758) proteins, both characterized as sodium/bile acid co-transporters [26, 27].
Sequences of the non-duplicated LrgA and LrgB clustered separately into two groups. However, the fused LrgA-LrgB
version clustered very closely to LrgB. Indeed, LrgB part of the fused sequence remained much more similar to its unfused
counterpart, than the LrgA. Sequences of all the other families, including the slipknotted protein (2HCT, PF03390, orange
in S10 Fig), clustered into well-defined groups. We extracted sequences of all-well defined clusters (groups or subgroups)
into separate groups and named them as Pfam family ID + group (gr) identified by CLANS, for ex. PF00999 gr1,
PF00999 gr2, etc.
For every group we generated a multiple sequence alignment with PROMALS3D [5].

1.3 Procedure to identify the domains

Then, for every separate group (out of 30 given by the previous step) we identified the repeated domains. First, we
tried several webservers to identify the domains, however, for most of our families no repeated domains could be found.
To overcome this, we run HHpred [3] prediction for each family against Pfam and PDB databases [13]. For each
query sequence the most similar structure (amongst the 4 structures of proteins from our dataset available in PDB) was
identified, and used as a guide to extract the sequences of the repeated domains in all groups. Additionally, transmembrane
regions were predicted with MINNOU [4]. Then, sequences were aligned to the most similar structure. The sequences
were divided into two domains (A and B) manually in BioEdit [17]. Finally, we run CLANS with Blast on sequences of
the separated/individual domains to analyze the new dataset.
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1.4 Sequence profiles

After all the groups were separated into two domains (A and B), we generated sequence profiles for each domain using
HHmake. Next, we compared all the families domain profiles. The profile comparison was done using HHsearch as
one-vs-all comparison for each domain profile [19]. Another round of CLANS clustering was performed based on the
results of this comparison (Figs 5A and S3).

1.5 Multiple sequence alignment

Multiple sequence alignment was built by replacing profile states in a multiple profile alignment (MPA) with corresponding
sequence residues (S4 Fig). MPA, in turn, was created by maximizing the agreement between the multialignment and
the pairwise profile-profile alignments generated by HHsearch. The in-house algorithm used follows the principles of the
maximum weight trace alignment, and is available online at https://github.com/ilbsm/HHsearch-results-aligner.

1.6 Phylogeny tree reconstruction

The inputs to MrBayes had been prepared using a set of Python scripts custom-written for the purpose of the research.
We collected most of them in the Matrixer repository available on https://github.com/Zedelghem/matrixer.git.
The input preparation procedure was as follows. Two types of alignments were used as the basis for input generation: 1.
the multiple sequence alignment of the individual domains (A and B) profiles (S4 Fig, S2 File); 2. the multiple sequence
alignment of the extended core regions – omitting the least conserved N- and C- termini (S4 Fig).
Each family was aligned using three representative sequences. After that, to gain more resolution on the slipknotted
family and the single domain families, we generated alignment with 10 representatives for PF03390, PF03788, PF04172
and three representative for all other families. The full alignment was then combined with a feature matrix [15]. The
matrix was prepared based on the CLANS clustering analysis of the domains profiles, encoded in the standard, ten
character alphabet (0-9; S11 Fig).
The extended core-only alignment was combined with the same CLANS matrix and a binarized N/C termini feature
matrix. The N/C termini matrix encodes parts of the sequence missing from the extended core alignment and thus was
not amplified to match the amino acid sequence of the alignment. The clustering matrix was amplified five, ten, fifteen
and twenty times and we ran all the combinations to control the strength of the influence of the repeated features on the
data. Also, we ran the clustering matrix alone and the full sequences alone to control the influence of the clustering on
the structure of the tree.
Mr Bayes was run using the LG model selected as the best model for our dataset by ModelTest program [14, 16]. We
run 10 million generation with sample frequency 1000 to obtain 10000 samples from the run. After the MrBayes run was
completed, 25% of the first samples were removed for the step of summarizing the parameter values and trees. For the
trees presented here the Potential Scale Reduction Factor (PSRF) was close to 1, effective sample size (ESS) was more
than 200. Trees were visualized using FigTree software. All the trees presented have been calculated and presented as
unrooted (Figs 5B and S5-8).

1.7 Visualization and figures preparation

Tree visualization was done in FigTree. Sequence alignments were analyzed in SeaView and BioEdit [6, 17]. Structures
were analyzed in VMD and YasaraView [8, 9]. Missing loops in structures were built using GapRepaier [18]. Pictures of
the structures were prepared in VMD and YasaraView [8, 9].
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